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STORMAGIC SvSAN
SIMPLE, COST EFFECTIVE, FLEXIBLE
StorMagic SvSAN

StorMagic makes virtual SANs simple for edge
computing. Our product, SvSAN, is designed
specifically for small and large enterprises with
one to thousands of locations that require highly
available compute and storage at the lowest
possible cost.
Underpinned by simplicity, cost-effectiveness
and flexibility, StorMagic SvSAN removes the
need for a physical SAN in some of the world’s
most demanding environments by converting
the disk, flash and memory of two servers into
a virtual SAN (fig. 1). Perfect for deployments
across any number of remote or branch offices
as well as IoT projects that require a small
footprint as well as the uptime and performance
necessary to process large quantities of data at
the edge of the enterprise.
Our typical customers have distributed IT
operations in locations like retail stores, branch
offices, factories, warehouses and even wind

Fig. 1: A typical two-node SvSAN configuration
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farms and oil rigs. In all of these deployments,
SvSAN enables small hyperconverged clusters
with an unrivaled level of simplicity and
affordability.
SvSAN integrates seamlessly with existing
virtualized environments and enables centralized
deployment and management for anything
from one to thousands of sites, removing the
need for dedicated specialist IT staff at each
site and significantly lowering the cost of
management. SvSAN is deployed by over a
thousand customers across 72 countries
and is available as a pre-configured
hyperconverged solution through
both Cisco and Lenovo as well as our
network of channel partners around
the world.

Common IT Challenges

All over the world, organizations
big or small face similar
challenges to deliver IT to
support their core business:
Challenge #1 – Reducing
cost and complexity
Multi-site organizations
and small to medium
sized enterprises
need to keep their
IT infrastructure
footprint to a
minimum to
simplify and
keep costs
down. This

makes the
“StorMagic’s virtual SAN
option of an
helped us lower our inexternal SAN
frastructure costs by
unattractive
completely eliminating
- adding
external storage and
unnecessary
delivering more than
cost, complexity
99% uptime for our
and a single point of
IT security offering.
failure.
This is a huge time
saving for everyChallenge #2 –
one involved.”
Delivering application

performance
Poor performance
associated with accessing
data over a high latency, low
bandwidth network link could
lead to unacceptable processing
delays, contributing to a poor
customer experience. Traditional
applications in verticals such as retail,
manufacturing and healthcare are now
being joined by the new breed of IoT
applications at the edge of the network
where significant processing of data is
required away from the data center.

Nicky Haan, Business Architect,
Cisco Secure
Ops

Challenge #3 – Simplifying and centralizing
management
Remote and branch offices lack local skilled IT
staff, with organizations preferring to centralize
this function at head office or the data center.
Maintaining IT infrastructure at remote sites
becomes increasingly challenging and impacts
the ability to scale and recover from outages.
Challenge #4 – Ensuring application uptime
IT equipment failures lead to service outages
resulting in loss of revenue, reduced productivity
and lower customer service levels. The ability to
avoid outages when there is a critical systems
failure ensures IT support teams can stay
focused on delivering the best possible SLAs to
their customers and not reacting to every fire
that needs to be extinguished.
SvSAN has been designed and developed to
address these challenges to deliver a simple,
cost effective and flexible shared storage
solution.
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SvSAN Target Use Cases

Large enterprise organizations with multiple
remote locations (from tens to thousands) or
small to medium sized enterprises (SME) that
have fewer, but larger remote office or branch
office (ROBO) locations have a requirement for IT
at the remote sites to run business critical and/or
time sensitive applications.
Although the IT requirement to support these
applications at the remote sites may be small
compared to those at the data center, they still
require the same levels of resiliency, availability
and performance. Factors of cost, complexity
and physical space make it impractical to use
the same type of infrastructure (storage arrays,
switches, etc.) as deployed in the data center.
As a software-defined storage solution,
SvSAN is commonly deployed as a two server
configuration to deliver highly available shared
storage that benefits any application where
performance and high availability are important.
The applications fall into one of three categories:
Back office applications – the non-customer
facing applications that are required to support
the running of an organization, including:
•
•
•
•
•

Email and collaboration
Document management (file and print)
Desktop/application virtualization
Network services (DNS)
Domain controllers for user authentication

Line of business applications – the applications
that relate to an organization’s specific industry
and are critical to the running of the business,
these include:
• Point of Sale (POS) for retail
• CCTV/video surveillance, workforce
management (timekeeping and manpower
scheduling)
• Inventory/stock management
• Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) in
manufacturing to deliver workflow management
and quality control
Internet of Things (IoT) – The Internet of Things
connects hundreds or thousands of devices

together
using a
network. IoT
spans multiple
industries and
uses, including
Supervisory
Control And
Data Acquisition
(SCADA) systems,
process control,
building automation
and environmental
management (HVAC) and
transportation. Each device
generates vast amounts of
data and the volume, velocity,
criticality and time-sensitive
nature of the data requires it to be
stored and processed at the remote
locations.
• Volume and velocity
IoT generates a lot of data. Low
bandwidth and high latency at remote
sites prevent it being transmitted to central
data centers or the cloud.
• Criticality and time-sensitivity
Uptime is vital for IoT applications. A highly
available, resilient solution is required to prevent
gaps in monitoring or lost production while
allowing immediate local data processing to
avoid delays over WAN connections.

Introducing SvSAN

When server virtualization was introduced, its
intention was to consolidate multiple server
workloads onto fewer physical servers, driving
up the CPU utilization and making efficient use
of space, power and cooling. As hypervisors
evolved to include virtual machine mobility
and high availability, shared storage became
a requirement. Traditionally the storage was
provided by large, expensive monolithic SAN
arrays that required specialist skillsets and
consumed large amounts of data center
space and power making server virtualization
unsuitable for small or edge of the enterprise
environments.
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Having been built from the ground up, StorMagic
SvSAN is a simple, cost effective and flexible
software-defined storage (SDS) solution that
addresses the previously-mentioned challenges
of remote IT.

Simple

SvSAN provides a true 'set and forget' solution
for any environment using centralized
deployment and management - for thousands of
sites as easily as one.
Effortless high availability
SvSAN’s architecture ensures that data and
operations are protected thanks to its simple
two node cluster deployment. Synchronous
mirroring between the two nodes ensures there
is no single point of failure. If one server goes
offline, for any reason, the other will continue to
function as normal, with no loss in uptime.
Deploying SvSAN opens up the possibility of
building stretched clusters and thus mitigate
against downtime caused by localized disasters.
Incidents that might have otherwise taken
out an entire location are no problem for a
business with SvSAN nodes hundreds of
miles apart.
Should the nodes loose contact with
each other, a common worry would
be issues arising from “split-brain”
- where inconsistencies in data
result in corruption and potential
data loss. SvSAN completely
eliminates the risk of a “splitbrain” scenario through the
use of a Neutral Storage Host
(NSH). The NSH acts as an
arbitrator or tie-breaker
during cluster leadership
elections, ensuring that
when the connection
“StorMagic SvSAN
between the nodes
is exactly what we
is restored, there is
needed to deliver the
complete parity in
uptime and simplicity
the data. There’s
of management - while
no need for
keeping to a very tight
additional
budget.”
hardware
Julian Vella, Senior Engineer - IT
at every
Systems, Mediterranean Bank
location

- a single
“Redundancy is ridiculous,
NSH located
SvSAN gives us five 9s, the
anywhere
gold-standard of redunin the world
dancy. We’ve built a
has the ability
solution with SvSAN that
to provide
offers our customers a
arbitration for up to
10-fold improvement
a thousand SvSAN
in performance, and
mirrors.
at half the cost.”
Runs in any
environment
SvSAN can operate on
any x86 server and any
drive type. Furthermore,
SvSAN has the functionality to
be installed on both industryleading hypervisors, VMware
vSphere and Microsoft Hyper-V.
No matter what the configuration,
SvSAN's simple architecture
facilitates straightforward deployment
on whatever hardware and hypervisor is
being used.

Anders Kringstad,
Solutions Architect, ITsjefen

The robust nature of SvSAN allows it to
tolerate any location - whether it's the IT edge
where network links are poor and unreliable
or the data center. Regardless of location, it
is a simple, straightforward solution to deploy
and manage. The synchronous mirroring can
withstand high latencies meaning even the most
isolated sites, such as oil rigs, can remain online.
Centralized deployment and management
SvSAN's simplicity extends to its deployment and
management and recent developments simplify
the deployment and upgrade of the software yet
further. Deploying to thousands of sites is as easy
as deploying to one due to scripting wizards
within SvSAN. Multiple VSAs can be deployed at
once, drastically reducing overall deployment
time, and upgrades can be applied in the same
manner.
Much of the deployment and management
process within SvSAN can be automated.
Upgrades can be staged where the firmware
is uploaded to the VSA in preparation for
a later upgrade, for example, out-of-hours.
Additionally, when deploying SvSAN via the GUI
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a custom PowerShell script can be automatically
generated. These scripts can then be used
for mass deployments for large environments
removing the need for user interaction.
SvSAN's simple management interface has been
designed specifically so it can be used by any
IT professional. This reduces the reliance on
specialist staff which may not always be available
when needed or may be unobtainable for
small enterprises or remote sites. Similarly, the
centralized management means organizations
do not require IT staff at every location and
branch office. Upgrades and maintenance can all
be carried out remotely from the single central
location, simplifying the process and thereby
saving time, and more significantly, money.

Cost Effective

SvSAN eliminates physical SANs by converging
compute and storage into a lightweight
commodity server footprint, thereby dramatically
lowering costs.
No more physical SANs
Deploying SvSAN allows organizations
to completely remove their reliance on
expensive physical SANs to provide
their shared storage. SvSAN's ability to
converge both compute and storage
means companies can massively
reduce their hardware footprint and
as a result save significant amounts
of money. Notoriously monolithic
SANs end up being a thing of
the past.
Instead of this specialist
hardware, there now exists
the capability to utilize
the rapidly increasing
power of ordinary
commodity servers
to easily provide
the compute and
storage needs
for a company's
applications. In
addition, by
eliminating
the need

for physical
SANs,
deploying
SvSAN also
hugely simplifies
and removes the
need for costly
storage networking
components.
Lowest CAPEX
SvSAN can deliver
dramatically lower CAPEX
for an organization by
utilizing two industry standard
servers, either existing or new.
Its lightweight design requires
less CPU and memory than
comparable solutions, and the
Neutral Storage Host quorum can
be installed on as little as a Raspberry
Pi. This is made possible because the
NSH is a passive element of an SvSAN
configuration and therefore does not
service any I/O requests for data. With
only one NSH required for all of the SvSAN
clusters in a deployment, additional hardware
costs are kept to a minimum.

downtime can be significantly reduced too.
SvSAN’s high availability allows maintenance
and upgrades to be carried out without service
disruption, while the creation of a stretched
cluster, with two nodes in separate locations,
mitigates against localised failures. The operating
costs associated with downtime are therefore
drastically reduced, if not eliminated entirely with
SvSAN.

Flexible

SvSAN delivers on today's performance needs,
leveraging any CPU and storage type, with the
confidence of scaling for tomorrow's demands.
Multiple deployment options
Avoid having to over-provision your architecture
by using SvSAN to make the most efficient use
of your hardware. When there are variable and
unpredictable workloads requiring large storage
capacity, a hybrid solution that blends a mix of
memory, SSDs and hard disks with predictive
caching software can often deliver the required
performance and capacity at a lower cost per GB
(see fig. 2).
This hybrid approach provides a more cost
effective option to deliver both capacity and
performance as it benefits from the capacity and
low cost per GB of a hard disk solution coupled
with the performance characteristics of memory/
SSD/flash, reducing the latency from tens of
milliseconds to sub-millisecond speeds.

Lowest OPEX
A consequence of using a virtual SAN is a
significant reduction in physical hardware. Fewer
physical components results in a reduction in
power, cooling and spare parts. This produces
a sizeable OPEX saving which is magnified for
Alternatively, organizations can opt to deploy
organizations with higher numbers of remote
SvSAN as part of an entire pre-configured
or branch sites, such as national retail chains or
hyperconverged appliance. StorMagic has key
large enterprises with many locations. SvSAN’s
strategic partnerships with both Cisco and
centralized management
Disk only
All-flash
Hybrid
increases these savings
further by removing the
need for dedicated IT staff
at each site. By managing
everything from a single
location, deployment,
Latency
High
Low
Low
maintenance and upgrades Capacity
High
Low/Medium
High
can all be carried out quickly,
Performance
Low/Medium
High
High
efficiently and remotely.
Cost per GB
$
$$$
$$
Costs incurred around
Cost per IOP
$$$
$
$
planned and unplanned
Fig. 2: Comparison of different storage configurations
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Lenovo
that allow
SvSAN to
be bundled
with hardware
for ease and
simplicity, allowing
an organization to
select the correct
hardware for their
requirements and have
SvSAN ready to go on
top. Similarly, as SvSAN
can be deployed on any
x86 hardware, other server
vendor solutions can be
bought off-the-shelf, with SvSAN
installed afterwards. Because
SvSAN is so easy to install, it allows
a company to adopt virtualized
storage quickly and efficiently.
Not only applicable as a
hyperconverged solution, SvSAN can
also be utilized to create a storage-only
architecture - a server SAN. This allows the
IT professional to build their own array at the
fraction of the cost of a traditional off-the-shelf
storage solution. It also provides far greater
flexibilty to scale as storage demands grow. A
server SAN is a simple 2-node cluster that is an
iSCSI target and can provision storage to any
server in your environment. Fig.
3 shows how a typical server
SAN deployment might look.
Adapt to any environment
SvSAN's flexibility allows
it to be configured to an
organization's precise IOPS and
capacity requirements. This is
achieved through vigorous and
comprehensive performance
testing prior to purchase and
deployment. This allows both
the organization and StorMagic
to understand the exact
requirements and recommend
a configuration that will meet
these requirements while
allowing for any potential future
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growth. In addition, SvSAN licenses are available
in specific storage capacity tiers - 2TB, 6TB, 12TB
and unlimited, allowing an organization to select
their licenses based on their usable storage.
SvSAN is hypervisor and server agnostic utilize any mainstream x86 server and either of
the leading hypervisors, VMware vSphere or
Microsoft Hyper-V. An organization no longer
needs to be locked in to a specific vendor by
using SvSAN for their software-defined storage.
Any hardware or software upgrades necessary
can be carried out without disruption.
This adaptability ensures any organization can
configure a solution to their current requirements
without over-provisioning, while still retaining the
flexibility to easily up or downgrade in future as
circumstances dictate.
Easy to grow in the future
SvSAN can be configured for today’s needs and
easily adapt to meet future demands. As SvSAN
is software, additional features can easily be
added through firmware upgrades rather than
having to “rip and replace” hardware, ensuring
that the storage solution is future-proofed and
always ready to meet an organization’s storage
requirements. If a hardware upgrade is required,
StorMagic's high availability ensures uptime is
maintained while maintenance is ongoing.

Fig. 3: A typical server SAN deployment

SvSAN is
capable of
using any
disk device,
including hard
disks, solid state
drives (SSD),
PCIe flash and
NVMe. These can
be configured in any
combination to provide
numerous deployment
options to suit any storage
requirements, from hard
disk only configurations using
high capacity SATA drives that
provide the lowest cost per GB
to all flash/SSD configurations
that deliver lightning fast,
low latency performance. This
flexibility also allows for growth to
meet future demands - should it be
required, additional compute and/or
storage capacity can be added to the
existing nodes without impacting service
availability.

Cold data

Hot data

SvSAN includes several I/O acceleration
features using both SSD and memory,
collectively known as Predictive Storage
Caching. These leverage intelligent patentpending algorithms and include write back SSD
caching, predictive read ahead caching and
data pinning. These can be used independently

$

Fig. 4: Storage tiers and their use for ‘hot’ and
‘cold’ data
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or together depending on the application
requirements.
The caching features within SvSAN Advanced
Edition puts hyperconverged storage solutions
within reach of any organization. This is achieved
by adding a small amount of RAM and/or flash
acting as an acceleration tier to the hard disks.
Configurations to meet specific I/O and capacity
requirements can be built easily. The predictive
caching algorithms utilize the different storage
tiers efficiently, ensuring that the most frequently
accessed or “hot” data remains in cache, while
the “cold” data is moved to lower storage tiers
(hard disk) as illustrated in fig. 4.
Write back caching utilizes SSDs to improve the
performance of all write operations by lowering
latencies and increasing the effective IOPS,
resulting in faster response times, especially
for random write workloads. All write I/O’s are
directed to the SSD allowing completion to be
immediately acknowledged back to the server,
at a later time the data is written from SSD to
the hard disk.
Predictive read ahead caching is primarily
beneficial to sequential read workloads
with the aim to populate a small amount
of memory with data prior to being
requested. This approach improves
storage performance by reducing
the number of I/O requests going
to disk and serving data from low
latency memory.
Data pinning allows users
to place certain workloads
in memory, ensuring that
data is always available in
“StorMagic
the highest performing,
SvSAN enables us
lowest latency
to cost effectively
cache tier. This is
implement
particularly suitable
simple, 2-server
for operations that
highly available
are frequently
systems with minimal
repeated, for
hardware requirements.
example
booting
Uwe Fischer, Head of Asset
virtual
Information Systems, E.ON
Climate & Renewables
machines

or end
of month
processing,
as it allows
the memory
cache to be “prewarmed” ahead of
time.
The intelligent
caching algorithms
ensure the efficient use
of all available cache
resources. This is achieved
by identifying only the
frequently read data or ‘hot’
data, and promoting it to the
highest performing, lowest
latency storage tier (memory or
SSD). Infrequently read or ‘cold’
data remains on the lowest cost, high
capacity storage (hard disk) as shown
in fig. 4. This process stores meta-data
about access frequency in any available
memory location that is not being used for
read-ahead or data pinning.

SvSAN Server Configuration

It is possible to build your own SvSAN storage
solution using just a pair of commodity x86
servers from any server vendor with internal
storage. SvSAN provides the storage features
and creates highly available shared storage.
Having low system requirements, SvSAN ensures
that the majority of the server resources are
dedicated to running business applications
rather than delivering the storage functionality.
These requirements are shown in fig. 5.
SvSAN works with any x86 server that is on the
VMware vSphere ESXi or Microsoft Hyper-V
Hardware Compatibility List (HCL). SvSAN will
work with any supported internal server disk
storage or JBOD array.

More Information

The StorMagic website provides further details
on SvSAN, as well as industry case studies, data
sheets, white papers, recorded webinars and
videos. Visit stormagic.com to learn more.
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CPU

1 x virtual CPU core
• 2GHz or higher reserved

Memory

1GB RAM1

Disk

2 x virtual storage devices used by
VSA
• 1 x 512MB Boot device
• 1 x 20GB Journal Disk

Network

1 x 1Gb Ethernet
• Multiple interfaces required for
resiliency
• 10Gb Ethernet is supported
• Jumbo frames supported

Additional RAM required when caching is enabled.

1

Fig. 5: SvSAN system requirements
For a full explanation of SvSAN’s technical
requirements and product features, including
maintenance and support packages, download
the SvSAN Data Sheet:
stormagic.com/svsan-data-sheet/
A free, fully functional evaluation of
SvSAN is available to download, enabling
organizations to trial and experience the
features and benefits of SvSAN, before
purchasing. For more information and
to download an evaluation copy, visit
stormagic.com/trial.
Please contact sales@stormagic.
com if you have further questions.
The StorMagic team are
happy to provide advice and
quotations and discuss
project requirements.

StorMagic

Unit 4, Eastgate
Office Centre
Eastgate Road
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BS5 6XX
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+44 (0) 117 952 7396
sales@stormagic.com
www.stormagic.com

